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Let C o m denote the variety of all commutative semigroups, let N i l denote the
generalized variety of all nil semigroups, and let N denote the generalized variety
 .of all nilpotent semigroups. For any class W of semigroups let L W denote the
 .lattice of all varieties contained in W , and let G W denote the lattice of all
generalized varieties contained in W . Almeida has shown that the map w : L N i l
.  4  .l C o m j N i l l C o m ª G N l C o m given by Ww s W l N is an isomor-
 .  4phism, and asked whether the extension of this map to L N i l j N i l is also an
 .isomorphism. In this article a negative answer is given: two varieties U, V g L N i l
are defined and used to show that the map is not injective. In the process,
congruence classes of the fully invariant congruences on the free semigroup on any
< <countable set X with X G 3 which correspond to U and V are described which
are denumerable and contain words of unbounded length. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A ¨ariety of algebras is a class of algebras closed under the formation of
homomorphic images, subalgebras, and direct products. By a theorem of
w xBirkhoff 5 , a class of algebras is a variety if and only if it is equationally
w xdefined. This equivalence and other properties of varieties detailed in 5
have had a major influence on the subsequent development of abstract
algebra. Classes of finite algebras do not generally form varieties. By a
pseudo¨ ariety of algebras is meant a class of finite algebras closed under
the formation of homomorphic images, subalgebras, and finite direct
products. Pseudovarieties of semigroups and monoids were introduced by
w xEilenberg and Schutzenberger in 7 , and are fundamental to automataÈ
w xand formal language theory. Ash 4 defined a generalized ¨ariety as the
union of a directed family of varieties, and showed that a class of algebras
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is a generalized variety if and only if it is closed under the formation of
homomorphic images, subalgebras, arbitrary powers, and finite direct
products. Ash also showed that generalized varieties provide a link be-
tween varieties and pseudovarieties: a class of algebras is a pseudovariety
if and only if it consists of the finite members of some generalized variety.
w x w xSeveral authors including Almeida and Reilly 3 , Almeida 1 , and Pastijn
w x10 have investigated generalized varieties from this point of view. Our
w xpurpose is to answer the following question of Almeida 2 .
Consider the following varieties:
v w xC o m s xy s yx , the variety of all commutative semigroups;
v
n n nw xN i l s x y s yx s x , the variety of all nil semigroups of indexn
n G 1; and
v w xN s x . . . x y s yx . . . x s x . . . x , the variety of all nilpotentn 1 n 1 n 1 n
semigroups of index n G 1.
Let N i l denote the class of all nil semigroups, and let N denote the
class of all nilpotent semigroups. Then
N i l s N i l and N s N .D D nn
nG1 nG1
Observe that N i l and N are generalized varieties, although they are not
 .varieties. For any class W of semigroups let L W denote the lattice of all
 .varieties contained in W , and let G W denote the lattice of all general-
ized varieties contained in W .
w x  .  4Almeida 1 has shown that L N i l l C o m j N i l l C o m is isomor-
 .phic to G N l C o m via the correspondence
 4W ¬ W l N , W g L N i l l C o m j N i l l C o m , .
w xand asked in 2 whether this result also holds in the noncommutative case,
that is, whether the map
 4W ¬ W l N , W g L N i l j N i l , .
 .  4  .defines an isomorphism between L N i l j N i l and G N . It follows
w xfrom 3, Theorem 5.2 and Lemma 8.3 that the image of this map is the set
  . 4W g G N : N l C o m ­ W , so the map is not surjective. However, the
question of injectivity remains of interest, and it is shown here that the
 .map is also not injective. In Section 3 two varieties U, V g L N i l are5
introduced, and the straightforward proof that U l N s V l N is given.
The rest of the paper is devoted to establishing the result U / V .
In Sections 4 and 5 we fix a three-letter alphabet A and consider a
sequence in the free semigroup Aq. This sequence is infinite, with terms
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of unbounded length, and is derived from the defining identities of U and
V . Properties of this sequence are used to prove the final result U / V ,
which is given as a consequence of a remarkable property of these
varieties: for any set X = A, the members of this sequence constitute a
congruence class of both the fully invariant congruence on the free
semigroup Xq corresponding to U and the fully invariant congruence on
Xq corresponding to V .
It is also of interest to reformulate Almeida's question in terms of
semigroups of uniformly bounded nil index: i.e., for a given n G 1 is the
 .  .map W ¬ W l N, W g L N i l , an isomorphism onto G N l N i l ? Inn n
w xthis case it follows, again from 3, Theorem 5.2 and Lemma 8.3 , that the
map is surjective for all n G 1, but not injective for n G 5, as shown by the
pair of varieties described above. This question remains open concerning
smaller values of n.
The following was brought to the attention of the author by M. Volkov.
An alternative method of establishing the noninjectivity of the map would
 .be to produce a variety V g L N i l which, although not itself locally
finite, is such that its locally finite members form a variety U. Then
wU l N s V l N, although U / V . However, by a result of M. Sapir 9,
xTheorem 3.13 , the locally finite members of a finitely based variety
 .V g L N i l form a subvariety of V only if V is locally finite, and thus
this method cannot work for a finitely based variety.
2. PRELIMINARIES
For any nonempty set X, let Xq denote the free semigroup on X. The
members of X are letters or ¨ariables, and the members of Xq are words.
The free monoid X* on X is obtained by adjoining the empty word 1 to
q q  .X as an identity. A word u g X is a left respectively right factor of
q  .¨ g X if ¨ s uw respectively ¨ s wu for some w g X*. For u s
< <x . . . x where x g X, the length u of u is defined to be n. For j, k G 01 n i
q k  .and x g X we write  x for the noncommutative product x . . . x .i isj i j k
The relative ordering of j and k will always be clear, and for notational
convenience the following rule is set: whenever such a product  k x isis j i
 k 9 .written in the form x  x y for x, y g X*,is j9 i
v
k 9if j F k then j9 ) k9 m  x s 1, andis j9 i
v
k 9if k F j then k9 ) j9 m  x s 1.is j9 i
From this point onwards X will denote a fixed denumerable set. A
 .semigroup identity or law on X is a pair u, ¨ , written u s ¨ , where
u, ¨ g Xq. A semigroup S is said to satisfy the identity u s ¨ whenever
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q w xuw s ¨w for every homomorphism w : X ª S. In 5 , Birkhoff proved that
 .  . q qfor each variety W of semigroups the relation r W s u, ¨ g X = X :
4every member of W satisfies u s ¨ is the fully invariant congruence on
q q  .X such that X rr W is the free semigroup on X in W , and that the
 .map W ¬ r W defines a lattice anti-isomorphism between the lattice of
all fully invariant congruences on Xq and the lattice of all varieties of
 .semigroups. For a variety W of semigroups, if the congruence r W is
 4 w xgenerated by a set e : i g I of identities we write W s e : i g I .i i
w xThe reference used for semigroup theory is 8 . For a summary of
w xBirkhoff's fundamental theorems on varieties, see, for example, 6 .
3. THE VARIETIES U AND V SATISFY U l N s V l N
The critical varieties U and V of the paper are given by their defining
identities as follows. For u g Xq we write u s 0 as an abbreviation of
ux s xu s u where x is a variable not occurring in u, so that, for example,
w n xN i l s x s 0 . Letn
35 3 3 3U s x s 0, x yz x s yx zx yx 1 .  .
and
3 3 25 3 3 3 3 3 2 3V s x s 0, x yz x s yx zx yx , x yz x s yx zx yx . 2 .  .  .  .
 .  .Then U and V are members of L N i l . We write r s r U and
 .  .  .s s r V , and for n G 1 we write r s r U l N and s s r V l N .n n n n
THEOREM 1. The ¨arieties U and V as defined abo¨e satisfy U l N s
V l N.
Proof. Let u g Xq and n G 1. Since r ; s and for any x, y, z g Xq
 < <  3 3 . 4the set ¨ : ¨ g x yz x r is unbounded, if any of the conditions
 . 5 qa u s rx s for r, s g X* and x g X ,
 . < <b u G n, and
 .  3 3 . qc u s r x yz x s for r, s g X* and x, y, z g X
are satisfied then ur and us are the zeros of Xqrr and Xqrs ,n n n n
 4respectively. Otherwise ur s us s u .n n
It now follows that for n G 1 the map w : Xqrr ª Xqrs given byn n n
ur w s us , u g Xq, is an isomorphism, so that U l N and V l Nn n n n n
have isomorphic free objects on the denumerable set X. Therefore U l Nn
s V l N for all n, and hence U l N s V l N.n
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 .  .4. THE SEQUENCES a AND An nG 0 n nG 0
 4Let A s a, b, c ; X where a, b, and c are distinct. Note that when-
3 3  .3 3   .  ..ever the identity x yz x s yx zx yx see 1 and 2 is applied, it can be
reapplied nontrivially. Thus from the word a3bc3a we obtain first
 .3 3  .3  .3  .3  .3ba ca ba, then cba a ba cba, acba ba cba acba and so on. With this
 .  . qin mind, we inductively define sequences a and A in A asn nG 0 n nG 0
follows:
a s a,0
a s ba,1
a s cba, and2
a s a a for n G 3;n ny3 ny1
A s a3bc3a,0
 .3 3A s ba ca ba, and1
 .3  .3A s a a a a for n G 2.n n ny2 ny1 n
The identities which define the varieties U and V can now be rewritten:
5 5U s x s 0, A s A and V s x s 0, A s A , A a s A ba .0 1 0 1 0 1
 .It follows that A g A r for every n G 0. The bulk of the proof thatn 0
U / V is concerned with showing that in fact
 4A r s A s s A : n G 0 . .  .0 0 n
This equality is proved from the following two results. First, for n G 0 the
word A has no factor of the form x 5, x g Aq. Some bound on the size ofn
powers appearing in A is obviously needed since otherwise, regardless ofn
the choice of the number m such that U, V : N i l , a simple modificationm
of the proof of Theorem 1 would lead to the conclusion U s V . Second, if
 3 3 . qA s r x yz x s for n G 2, r, s g A*, and x, y, z g A then r s s s 1,n
x s a , y s a , and z s a ; that is, there is only one way to reapplyn ny2 ny1
the identity. These properties of A are actually proved for the wordn
A a; however, they are obvious consequences of the corresponding results:n
 .  4 5 qA a r s A a: n G 0 , A a has no factor of the form x , x g A , and if0 n n
 3 3 . qA a s r x yz x s for r, s g A* and x, y, z g A then r s 1, s s a, x sn
.a , y s a , and z s a . The combination of the terms a , a , andn ny2 ny1 n ny1
a which forms A was chosen with this property in mind. Although forny2 n
n G 0 the word a does contain squares, it has no factor of the form x 3,n
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q  .3  .3x g A . This explains the choice of the terms a and a in A .n ny1 n
There are many other cubes in A , but the fact that a also appears at then n
end ensures that the correct cubes are selected, and leaves no choice for
the other terms.
We begin by giving a number of lemmas establishing properties of the
 .  .sequences a and A . Most proofs require direct verificationn nG 0 n nG 0
 .for the first few terms of the sequence a , so for convenience the firstn nG 0
ten terms are listed below.
a s a0
a s ba1
a s cba2
a s acba3
a s baacba4
a s cbabaacba5
a s acbacbabaacba6
a s baacbaacbacbabaacba7
a s cbabaacbabaacbaacbacbabaacba8
a s acbacbabaacbacbabaacbabaacbaacbacbabaacba9
The first result details some basic facts. For a real number r, the symbol
w xr is used to denote the integer part of r.
 .  ky2 .LEMMA 2. i Let n G 3. If 2 F k F n y 1 then a s  a a .n isny3 i k
 . w x  1 .ii Let n G 3. If 1 F k F nr3 then a s a  a .n ny3k isk nq2y3 i
 . < < < <iii Let m, n G 0. Then m F n m a F a .m n
 .  .iv Let m, n G 0. Then m ' n mod 3 m a and a ha¨e the samem n
initial letter.
 .  .  .Proof. i and ii follow easily by induction on n. Part iii is clear
 .  .  .from part i . Part iv is clear from part ii since a s a, a s ba, and0 1
a s cba.2
The next lemma gives information about words which are both left
factors of a and right factors of a for some n, m.n m
LEMMA 3. Let n G 3 and m G 0. If a s u¨ and a s wu for u, ¨ g Aqn m
w xand w g A* then u s a for some k, 1 F k F nr3 , and hence ¨ sny3k
1 a .isk nq2y3 i
Proof. We will prove by induction on m that u s a for 1 F k Fny3k
w x 1  .nr3 , and then ¨ s  a by Lemma 2 ii .isk nq2y3 i
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The cases m s 0, 1, 2 are easily checked. Let m G 3, and suppose that
a s u¨ and a s wu where n G 3, u, ¨ g Aq, and w g A*. If w s 1 thenn m
w x  .a s a ¨ . Then m s n y 3k for some k, 1 F k F nr3 , by Lemma 2 iiin m
 . qand iv , so that u s a as desired. Suppose therefore that w g A .ny3k
 .From wu s a a we take the following cases: a w s a x, x g A*,my 3 my1 my3
 . qand b a s wx, x g A .my 3
 .Case a If w s a x, x g A*, then a s xu. By the inductionmy 3 my1
w xhypothesis applied to a and a there exists k, 1 F k F nr3 , such thatn my1
u s a .ny3k
 . qCase b If a s wx, x g A , then u s xa . We will show thatmy 3 my1
this case cannot occur. By the induction hypothesis applied to a sn
 . w xx a ¨ and a there exists k, 1 F k F nr3 , such that x s a .my 1 my3 ny3k
 .Then a s wa , and hence n y 3k - m y 3 by Lemma 2 iii . Wemy 3 ny3k
consider two cases.
 . .b 1 Suppose that k s 1. Then the inequality n y 3k - m y 3
 .becomes n - m. Since a s xa ¨ , from Lemma 2 iii we obtain then my1
contradiction m y 1 - n - m.
 . .  1 .b 2 Suppose that k G 2. We have a s a  a byn ny3k isk nq2y3 i
 .Lemma 2 ii . Since also a s a a ¨ , thenn ny3k my1
1 1
a ¨ s a s a a . 3 . my 1 nq2y3 i nq2y3k nq2y3 i
isk isky1
 .  .  .Let l s m y n r3 q k y 1. Since m ' n mod 3 by 3 , then l is an
w x w . xinteger. Since k F nr3 then l F m y 1 r3 , and we obtain l G 1 from
1  .n y 3k - m y 3. Therefore a s a  a by Lemma 2 ii .my 1 nq2y3k isl mq1y3 i
 .  1 . 1Equation 3 then yields  a ¨ s  a . However, thisis l mq1y3 i isky1 nq2y3 i
 .implies that m ' n q 1 mod 3 , contrary to the former conclusion m ' n
 .mod 3 .
The following lemma shows that a has no right factor of the form x 2,n
x g Aq.
LEMMA 4. Let n G 0. If a s u¨ 2 for u, ¨ g A* then ¨ s 1.n
Proof. If 0 F n F 8 the result is easily verified. The proof for n G 9 is
by induction on n. Let n G 9 and suppose that a s u¨ 2 where u, ¨ g A*.n
Then u¨ 2 s a a . We consider the following cases:ny3 ny1
 .a ¨ s wa , w g A*;ny1
 . q qb a s w¨ , ¨ s xw, w g A , x g A ; andny1
 . 2c a s w¨ , w g A*.ny1
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 .Case a If ¨ s wa , w g A*, then a s u¨w s uwa w, whichny1 ny3 ny1
 .contradicts Lemma 2 iii .
 . qCase b If a s w¨ and ¨ s xw for w, x g A then a s ux andny1 ny3
 .  .a s wxw. By Lemma 3 applied to a s w xw s wx w we haveny1 ny1
w s a for some k G 1.ny1y3k
 . .b 1 If k s 1 then w s a , and hence a s a xa . Sinceny4 ny1 ny4 ny4
 .2a s a a a a , then x s a a s a a . The in-ny1 ny4 ny5 ny6 ny4 ny5 ny6 ny8 ny6
duction hypothesis applied to a s ux now gives the contradictionny3
a s 1.ny6
 . .b 2 If k G 2 then
< < < < < <x s a y 2 any1 ny1y3k
< < < <G a y 2 any1 ny7
< < < <s a a a a a y 2 any7 ny8 ny9 ny7 ny2 ny7
< <) a ,ny2
< < < <and this provides the contradiction a - a since a s ux.ny2 ny3 ny3
 .Case c By the induction hypothesis applied to a we have ¨ s 1.ny1
The next lemma plays a significant part in our investigation of the word
 .3  .3A s a a a a .n n ny2 ny1 n
LEMMA 5. Let n G 5 and m G 1, and let n y 2 F p , q F n for 1 F i Fi i
m  m .m. If  a s  x a x for x g A* and x g A*, 1 F i F m, thenis1 p is1 i q ii i
x s 1.
Proof. The proof is by induction on m. For the first step, suppose that
a s ua x where u, x g A* and n y 2 F p, q F n. If u s 1 then p s q byp q
 . qLemma 2 iv , so that x s 1. We may therefore assume that u g X . Then
 4  .q g p y 2, p y 1 . We have a a s ua x, so that either a x spy3 py1 q
 . qwa , w g A*, or b a s wx, w g A .py1 py1
 .Case a If x s wa , w g A*, then a s ua w, which contradictspy1 py3 q
 .Lemma 2 iii .
 . qCase b If a s wx, w g A , then a w s ua .py1 py3 q
 . . 2b 1 If q s p y 1 then a s wx. Hence a s uwx , and thus x s 1q p
by Lemma 4.
 . .b 2 If q s p y 2 then a w s ua . Either w s ¨a , ¨ g A*,py3 py2 py2
or a s ¨w, ¨ g Aq.py2
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If w s ¨a , ¨ g A*, then a s ¨a x, and from the case q s p y 1py2 py1 py2
we obtain x s 1.
If a s ¨w, ¨ g Aq, then a s u¨ . Therefore, since a and wpy2 py3 py1
have the same initial letter, Lemma 3 applied to a and a gives thepy2 py3
 .contradiction p y 1 ' p mod 3 . This completes the case m s 1.
m  m .Suppose now that m G 2, and that  a s  x a x where n yis1 p is1 i qi i
 .2 F p , q F n, and x g A* for 1 F i F m, and x g A*. Either a9 a si i i p1q  .x a y, y g A , or b9 x a s a y, y g A*.1 q 1 q p1 1 1
 . qCase a9 If a s x a y, y g A , the induction hypothesis applied top 1 q1 1
a gives the contradiction y s 1.p1
 . m  m .Case b9 If x a s a y, y g A*, then  a s y  x a x, and1 q p is2 p is2 i q1 1 i i
x s 1 by induction.
Although the word a does not have right factors of the form x 2,n
x g Aq, it does have left factors of this form. The following result concerns
a particular case.
 .2 qLEMMA 6. Let n, m G 0. If a s u¨ w and a s x¨ for u, ¨ , w g An m
and x g A* then uy / wz for all y, z g A*.
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. It is easily checked that the
 .2result holds when 0 F n F 9. Let n G 10 and suppose that a s u¨ w,n
a s x¨ , and uy s wz where m G 0, u, ¨ , w g Aq, and x, y, z g A*. Thenm
 .2a a s u¨ w, and we have either:ny3 ny1
 .a w s ta , t g A*;ny1
 . q qb a s tw, u¨ s rt, t g A , r g A ; orny1
 .c a s tu¨w, t g A*.ny1
 .  .2Case a If w s ta , t g A*, then a s u¨ t, a s x¨ and uy sny1 ny3 m
 . qt a z . If t s 1 then Lemma 4 gives the contradiction u¨ s 1. If t g Any1
then the induction hypothesis is contradicted.
 . qCase b If a s tw and u¨ s rt for t, r g A then a s rtr. Byny1 ny3
 .  .Lemma 3 applied to a s r tr s rt r there exists k G 1 such thatny3
r s a and tr s 1 a .ny3y3k isk ny1y3 i
 . .b 1 Suppose first that k s 1. Then r s a and tr s a . Sinceny6 ny4
a s a a a , then t s a a . Hence u¨ s rt sny 4 ny 7 ny 8 ny 6 ny 7 ny 8
 .2  .2a a a , so that a s u¨ w s a a a w. Also, a sny6 ny7 ny8 n ny6 ny7 ny8 n
 .2  .2a a s a a a s a a a a a and thus w sny3 ny1 ny6 ny4 ny2 ny6 ny7 ny8 ny6 ny2
a a .ny6 ny2
Since u¨ s a a a , then either a s us, s g A*, or u s a s,ny6 ny7 ny8 ny6 ny6
q  .2s g A . If a s us, s g A*, then ¨ s sa a s sa a , andny6 ny7 ny8 ny10 ny8
Lemma 4 applied to a s x¨ provides the contradiction a s 1. Ifm ny8
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u s a s, s g Aq, then s¨ s a a . Since w s a a , the equa-ny6 ny7 ny8 ny6 ny2
tion uy s wz gives sy s a z. Thus a and a have the same initialny2 ny2 ny7
 .letter, which contradicts Lemma 2 iv .
 . . < 1 < < < < < < <b 2 If k G 2 then P a G a ) a s r .isky1 ny1y3 i ny4 ny3y3k
Therefore, since
1 1
tr s a s a a , ny1y3 i ny1y3k ny1y3 i
isk isky1
there exists s g Aq such that t s a s andny1y3k
1
sr s a . 4 . ny1y3 i
isky1
 1 .Then a s a sw. Since a s a  a , thenny1 ny1y3k ny1 ny1y3k isk nq1y3 i
1
a s sw. 5 . nq1y3 i
isk
 .  .By 4 and 5 the initial letters of a and a are the same, whichny1 nq1
 .contradicts Lemma 2 iv .
 .Case c If a s tu¨w, t g A*, then a t s u¨ . Consequently any1 ny3 ny1
s ta tw, and Lemma 5 gives the contradiction tw s 1. This completesny3
the proof.
 .We now turn our attention to the sequence A . The next lemman nG 0
 .3  .3 3identifies the factors of the word A s a a a a of the form x ,n n ny2 ny1 n
x g Aq.
 .LEMMA 7. Let 1 F l F 8 and n G 5. Let p , . . . , p be a subsequence1 l
of
n , . . . , n s n , n , n , n y 2, n y 1, n y 1, n y 1, n .  .1 8
such that if p s n then p s n for 1 F j - l. Let1 i jq1 jqi
l
3a s wx ¨ 6 . pi
is1
and a s wu where w, ¨ g A* and u, x g Aq. Then either:p1
 .  .  . li l G 3, p , p , p s n, n, n , w s 1, x s a , and ¨ s  a ;1 2 3 n is4 pi
 .  .  .ii l G 3, p , p , p s n y 1, n y 1, n y 1 , w s 1, x s a ,1 2 3 ny1
and ¨ s  l a ;is4 pi
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 .iii l G 5, p s n y 2, x s ua t, a s tu, and ¨ s2 ny2 ny4
ua  l a for some t g Aq;ny2 is6 pi
 . liv l G 4, p s n y 2, x s ut, a s tu, and ¨ s u a for1 ny1 is5 pi
some t g Aq; or
 . lv l G 4, p s n y 2, x s ra t, a s tr, and ¨ s r a for2 ny4 ny2 is5 pi
some r g A* and t g Aq.
Proof. The first step is to show that the cases l s 1, 2 contradict the
assumption x g Aq. The case l s 1 is proved first. The case l s 2 is then
 .clear, since for every choice of p , p there exists m G 0 and y, z g A*1 2
such that a s ya a z: indeed for any m G 7 we havem p p1 2
a s a am my3 my1
2s a a a .my 6 my4 my2
s a a a a a .my 6 my7 my5 my4 my2
s a a a a a a . .my 6 my7 my5 my7 my5 my2
Suppose then that l s 1. We prove by induction on n G 3 that if a s wx 3¨n
for w, x, ¨ g A* then x s 1. The initial cases n s 3, 4, 5 are easily verified.
Let a s wx 3¨ where w, x, ¨ g A* and n G 6. Then a a s wx 3¨ ,n ny3 ny1
and we consider the following cases:
 .a ¨ s ya , y g A*;ny1
 . qb a s y¨ , x s zy, y g A , z g A*;ny1
 . qc a s yx¨ , x s zy, y g A , z g A*;ny1
 . 2 q qd a s yx ¨ , x s zy, y g A , z g A ; andny1
 . 3e a s yx ¨ , y g A*.ny1
 . 3Case a If ¨ s ya , y g A*, then a s wx y, and hence x s 1 byny1 ny3
induction.
 .  .2Case b In this case a s wz yz , and Lemma 4 gives the contra-ny3
diction yz s 1.
 .  .  .Case c In this case a s wz yz and a s yz y¨ . Therefore y¨ny3 ny1
and a have the same initial letter. Hence Lemma 3 applied to a andny1 ny1
 .a gives the contradiction n y 1 ' n q 1 mod 3 .ny3
 .  .2Case d We have a s wz and a s yz y¨ , so this case isny3 ny1
contradicted by Lemma 6.
 .Case e The induction hypothesis applied to a shows that x s 1.ny1
This completes the case l s 1.
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Now suppose that 3 F l F 8. Then
l
3u a s x ¨ 7 . pi
is2
 .by 6 since a s wu.p1
We proceed by considering cases based on the relative lengths of the left
 .factors of 7 , obtaining in each case a reduced form of the equation, for
which we then repeat the procedure if necessary. Most cases are shown to
 .  .be impossible; those that remain are identified as the cases i ] v given in
the statement of the lemma.
 .We first distinguish the following cases, taken from 7 :
 . 3a u s x d, d g A*;
 . 2 qb u s x d, x s de, d g A*, e g A ;
 . q qc u s xd, x s de, d g A , e g A ;
 .d u s x; and
 . qe x s ud, d g A .
 . 3Case a We have a s wu s wx d, which contradicts the case l s 1.p1
 . 2  .2Case b We have a s wx d s wd ed , and Lemma 4 provides thep1
contradiction ed s 1.
 .  .Case c In this case 7 gives
l
a s ede¨ , 8 . pi
is2
 .and we have a s wded. From 8 we take three cases:p1
 .1 e s a f , f g A*;p2
 . q2 a s ef , d s fg, f g A , g g A*; orp2
 . q3 a s edf, f g A .p2
 . .c 1 In this case a s wda fd, and Lemma 5 gives the contradic-p p1 2
tion fd s 1.
 . .c 2 We have a s wfgefg s wfga g. Thus p - p , and Lemma 5p p 2 11 2 l  .shows that g s 1. Then a s ed, and hence  a s e¨ by 8 . There-p is3 p2 i
 .fore p s p by Lemma 2 iv . This means that p ) p s p , which contra-2 3 1 2 3
 .dicts any choice of the sequence p , . . . , p .1 l
 . . l  .c 3 In this case we obtain f  a s e¨ from 8 , and we haveis3 pi
 .  .a s ed f and a s wd ed . Therefore a and f have the same initialp p p2 1 2
letter, and Lemma 3 applied to a and a gives the contradictionp p2 1
 .  .p ' p q 2 mod 3 . This concludes case c .2 2
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 .  . l 2  .Case d In this case a s wx, and 7 gives  a s x ¨ . Either 1p is2 p1 iq  .a s xd, d g A , or 2 x s a d, d g A*.p p2 2
 . . q ld 1 If a s xd, d g A , then d a s x¨ . Therefore a andp is3 p p2 i 2
d have the same initial letter, and Lemma 3 applied to a and a yieldsp p2 1
 .the contradiction p s p q 2 mod 3 .2 2
 . .d 2 If x s a d, d g A*, then a s wa d. Thus p F p , andp p p 2 12 1 2
from Lemma 5 we find that d s 1. Therefore x s a , so that  l a sp is3 p2 i
a ¨ , and hence p s p . We now have p G p s p , and this implies thatp 2 3 1 2 32
 .  .  .4p s p s p . Hence p , p , p g n, n, n , n y 1, n y 1, n y 1 , and1 2 3 1 2 3
l  .we have  a s ¨ . The definition of case d gives u s x, and thereforeis4 pi
 .  .this describes cases i and ii .
 .  .Case e We have a s wu, and 7 givesp1
l
2a s d ud ¨ . 9 .  . pi
is2
Either:
 .1 d s a a e, e g A*;p p2 3
 . q q2 d s a e, a s ef , e g A , f g A ; orp p2 3
 .3 a s de, e g A*.p2
 . . l  .2  .e 1 We obtain  a s e ua a e ¨ from 9 , and we haveis4 p p pi 2 3
a s wu. If l F 6 then Lemma 5 shows that a s 1, a contradiction.p p1 3
Therefore we may assume that l G 7. Either eu s a f , f g A*, or a sp p4 4
euf, f g Aq. If eu s a f , f g A*, then  l a s fa a a fa a e¨ ,p is5 p p p p p p4 i 2 3 4 2 3
and again Lemma 5 shows that a s 1, a contradiction. If a s euf,p p3 4
f g Aq, then
l
f a s a a eua a e¨ . 10 . p p p p pi 2 3 2 3
is5
< < < <Observe that p - p s p q 1 since l G 7. Thus f - a since a s euf,4 2 5 p p2 4
 . qand hence by 10 there exists g g A such that a s fg. Thereforep2
l
a s ga eua a e¨ . 11 . p p p pi 3 2 3
is5
Lemma 3 applied to a and a shows that g s ha s ha for somep p p y1 p2 4 2 5
< < < <  . < < < <h g A*, so that a F g . By 11 , there exists k, with k s h , such thatp5
g s a k. Then a s fa k, and Lemma 5 shows that k s h s 1. Thusp p p5 2 5
g s a , so that  l a s a eua a e¨ . Then p s p , which is impossi-p is6 p p p p 3 65 i 3 2 3
 . .ble, and case e 1 is completed.
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 . .  . .Cases e 2 and e 3 are clearly similar:
v
l 2 . .  .in case e 2 we have f  a s ua e ¨ , a s wu, a s ef ,is4 p p p pi 2 1 3
and x s ua e where e, f g Aq; andp2
v
l 2 . .  .in case e 3 we have e a s ud ¨ , a s wu, a s de, andis3 p p pi 1 2
x s ud where d g Aq and e g A*.
We combine these two cases to form the case
l
2r a s ust ¨ , 12 .  . pi
isjq1
q  4a s wu, a s tr, and x s ust where t g A , j g 2, 3 andp p1 j
v j s 2 « s s 1 and r g A*,
v
qj s 3 « s s a and r g A .p2
 . .Note that the case j s 2 corresponds to the case e 3 , with r s e and
 . .t s d, and the case j s 3 corresponds to the case e 2 , with r s f and
 . .t s e. This case is labelled e 4 , and the following subcases are con-
sidered:
 .I r s ustuy, y g A*;
 . q qII r s uy, stu s yz, y g A , z g A ;
 .III r s u;
 . q qIV u s ry, a s yz, y g A , z g A ; orpjq 1
 .V u s ra y, y g A*.pjq 1
 . . .  .e 4 I We have a s wu and a s tustuy, and 12 shows thatp p1 jl  .2y a s st¨ . If j s 2 then s s 1, so that a s tu y andis jq1 p pi 2
l
y a s t¨ . 13 . pi
is3
If y s 1 then Lemma 4 applied to a gives the contradiction tu s 1.p2q  .Therefore y g A . In view of 13 , Lemma 6 is now contradicted by ap2
and a .p1
If j s 3 then s s a . Thus a s tua tuy, and Lemma 5 gives thep p p2 3 2
contradiction tuy s 1.
 . . .  .e 4 II In this case 12 gives
l
a s zst¨ , 14 . pi
isjq1
and we have a s wu, a s tuy, and stu s yz.p p1 j
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 .If j s 2 then s s 1, so that tu s yz. Then a s tuy s yzy. By 14 , ap p2 3
and z have the same initial letter. Therefore Lemma 3 applied to a sp2
 .  .  .y zy s yz y yields p ' p q 2 mod 3 , which contradicts any choice of3 2
 .the sequence p , . . . , p .1 l
 .If j s 3 then a s tuy and s s a . Equation 14 becomesp p3 2
l
a s za t¨ , 15 . p pi 2
is4
 .and we have a tu s yz. From the last equation we take the cases Ap2q  .a s yh, h g A , and B y s a h, h g A*.p p2 2
 . . . . q  .e 4 II A If a s yh, h g A , then z s htu and 15 becomesp2
l
a s htua t¨ . 16 . p pi 2
is4
Thus h and a have the same initial letter. From Lemma 3, with a s yhp p4 2
 .  .and a s tu y, we see that p ' p q 2 mod 3 and h s ma forp 4 2 p y13 2q  .some m g A*. Since t g A , Lemma 5 applied to 16 shows that l G 5.
 .Observe that p ' p q 2 mod 3 implies that p s n, p s n y 2, and4 2 2 3
 .p s p s n y 1. Thus h s ma , a s yh, and a s tuy, and 164 5 ny1 n ny2
becomes
l
2a a s htua t¨ . . ny1 p ni
is6
< < < < < < < <Since a F h , there exists o g A* with o s m such that h s a o.ny1 ny1
Then a s ya o, and from Lemma 5 we find o s m s 1. Thus h s a ,n ny1 ny1
l  .and hence a  a s tua t¨ . However, a s tuy, and Lemma 2 ivny1 is6 p n ny2i
 .gives the contradiction n y 1 ' n y 2 mod 3 .
 . . . .e 4 II B If y s a h, h g A*, then tu s hz and a s tua h.p p p2 3 2
Thus p - p , and h s 1 by Lemma 5. Consequently y s a and z s tu,2 3 p2
 . lso that 15 becomes  a s tuyt¨ s a t¨ . Then p s p , so thatis4 p p 3 4i 3
p - p s p . This means that p s n y 2 and p s p s p s n y 1.2 3 4 2 3 4 5
Then y s a , a s tua , and a  l a s t¨ . Thus tu s a ,ny2 ny1 ny2 ny1 is6 p ny4i
and hence ¨ s ua  l a . Since j s 3, we have x s ua t. We haveny2 is6 p ny2i
 .  . . .now described case iii , and this completes case e 4 II .
 . . .  .e 4 III We have a s wu and a s tu, and 12 givesp p1 j
l
a s stust¨ . 17 . pi
isjq1
 . lIf j s 2 then s s 1 and a s tu, and 17 becomes  a s a t¨ . Thisp is3 p p2 i 2
means that p s p s p , and consequently p s n y 2 and p s p s p2 3 4 1 2 3 4
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s n y 1. Hence a s tu, and thus u l a s ¨ . Since in this caseny1 is5 pi
 .x s ut, we have described case iv .
 .If j s 3 then s s a . We have a s tu, and 17 becomesp p2 3
l
a s a a a t¨ . p p p pi 2 3 2
is4
Thus p s p and p s p , which is impossible. This completes case2 4 3 5
 . . .e 4 III .
 . . .e 4 IV In this case a s wry, a s tr, and a s yz, and wep p p1 j jq1
obtain
l a yt¨ if j s 2,p2z a s stryst¨ s sa yst¨ s p pi j  a a ya t¨ if j s 3p p pisjq2 2 3 2
 .from 12 . Then z and a have the same initial letter, and hence Lemmap2
 .  .3, with a s yz and a s wr y, shows that p ' p q 2 mod 3 andp p 2 jq1jq 1 1
that z s ma for some m g A*. It follows from p ' p q 2p y1 2 jq1jq 1
 .mod 3 that either p s n y 2 or p s n y 2.2 jq1
 . . . .e 4 IV A Let p s n y 2. Then p s p s p s n y 1, so2 3 jq1 jq2
that z s ma , a s yz, andny2 ny1
l a yt¨ if j s 2,ny2z a s pi  a a ya t¨ if j s 3.ny2 ny1 ny2isjq2
< < < < < < < <Therefore, since a F z , there exists o g A* with o s m such thatny2
z s a o. Then a s ya o, and Lemma 5 shows that o s m s 1.ny2 ny1 ny2
Hence z s a and y s a , and thusny2 ny4
l a t¨ if j s 2,ny4
a s p 2i  a a a t¨ s a t¨ if j s 3. .isjq2 ny1 ny4 ny2 ny1
Therefore, since p s n y 1,jq2
l t¨ if j s 2,
a a sny2 pi  a a t¨ if j s 3.ny2 ny1isjq3
If j s 2 then a s a s tr, and we have r l a s ¨ . Since u s ry sny2 p is5 p2 i
 .ra , then x s ra t, and we have described case v . If j s 3 thenny4 ny4
 l a s a t¨ . However, p s n and so we obtain the contradictionis6 p ny1 6i
 .n ' n y 1 mod 3 .
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 . . . .e 4 IV B If p s n y 2 then p s p s n and p s p sjq1 2 j jq2 jq3
n y 1. In this case z s ma , a s yz, a s tr, andny3 ny2 n
l a yt¨ s a a yt¨ if j s 2,n ny3 ny1
z a s p 2i  a ya t¨ s a a a ya t¨ if j s 3. .isjq2 n n ny3 ny1 n n
< < < < < < < <Therefore, since a F z , there exists o g X* with o s m such thatny3
z s a o. Then a s ya o, and Lemma 5 shows that o s m s 1.ny3 ny2 ny3
Therefore z s a and y s a , and we obtainny3 ny5
l a t¨ if j s 2,ny5a a sny1 pi  a a a t¨ if j s 3.n ny5 nisjq4
 .This gives the required contradiction: if j s 2 then n y 1 ' n y 5 mod 3 ,
 .and if j s 3 then n y 1 ' n mod 3 .
 . . .  .e 4 V We have a s wra y and a s tr, and 12 shows thatp p p1 jq1 j
l
a s ystra yst¨ s ysa a yst¨ . p p p pi jq1 j jq1
isjq2
Lemma 5 applied to a shows that y s 1, and hence  l a sp isjq2 p1 i
sa a st¨ . If j s 2 then s s 1, and  l a s a a t¨ . Thus p s pp p is4 p p p 2 4j jq1 i 2 3
and p s p , which is impossible.3 5
If j s 3 then s s a , and  l a s a a a a t¨ . As above we findp is5 p p p p p2 i 2 3 4 2
 . .  .p s p , which is impossible. This concludes case e 4 , and hence case e ,2 5
which ends the proof.
5. THE VARIETIES U AND V ARE DISTINCT
First recall the definition of the varieties U and V :
35 3 3 3U s x s 0, x yz x s yx zx yx .
and
3 3 25 3 3 3 3 3 2 3V s x s 0, x yz x s yx zx yx , x yz x s yx zx yx ; .  .  .
 .  .  4and that r s r U and s s r V . Recall that A s a, b, c ; X where X
is denumerable. Since a s a a , for n G 1 the identity x 3 yz 3 x sn ny3 ny1
 .3 3  .3  .3yx zx yx can be applied to the word A a s a a a a a in twon n ny2 ny1 n
obvious ways, giving either A a or A a. The first part of the followingny1 nq1
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lemma shows that there is no other way. The second part gives the critical
result that A a contains no factor of the form x 5, x g Aq.n
The analogues of these two results for the word A follow as immediaten
consequences: if A s wx 5 y for n G 0 and w, x, y g A* then x s 1, and ifn
 3 3 . qA s w x yz x u for n G 2, x, y, z g A , and w, u g A* then w s u s 1,n
x s a , y s a , and z s a .n ny2 ny1
 .  3 3 .LEMMA 8. i Suppose that n G 0. If A a s w x yz x u for x, y, z gn
Aq and w, u g A* then w s 1, u s a, and:
n s 0 « x s a, y s b, and z s c;
n s 1 « x s ba, y s c, and z s a; and
n G 2 « x s a , y s a , and z s a .n ny2 ny1
 . 5ii For n G 0, if A a s wx y for w, x, y g A* then x s 1.n
 .Proof. i The cases 0 F n F 4 are easily checked. Let A a sn
 3 3 . qw x yz x u where n G 5, x, y, z g A , and w, u g A*. Then xu s ¨a for
3 3 .some ¨ g A*, and hence A s wx yz ¨ . It follows from Lemma 7 thatn
either:
 . 3  .3a w s 1, x s a , and yz ¨ s a a a ;n ny2 ny1 n
 . 3b x s a and yz ¨ s a ;ny1 n
 . 3 qc x s da e, a s ed, and yz ¨ s da a for some d, e g A ;ny2 ny4 ny2 n
 . 3 qd x s de, a s ed, and yz ¨ s da for some d, e g A ; orny1 n
 . 3e x s da e, a s ed, and yz ¨ s da a for some d g A*ny4 ny2 ny1 n
and e g Aq.
 .  .  .  .Cases b , c , and d can be combined to form case f : x s de, a s ed,ny1
3 q  .  .and yz ¨ s da for some d g A* and e g A ; so only cases a , e , andn
 .f need to be considered.
 .  .3 3Case a Lemma 7 can be applied to a a a s yz ¨ , and in thisny2 ny1 n
 .  .case the only possibilities are the cases ii and iv given in the statement
of the lemma. We thus obtain the following cases:
 .1 y s a , z s a , and ¨ s a ; andny2 ny1 n
 . q2 z s fg, a s gf , and ¨ s fa for f , g g A .ny1 n
 . .a 1 In this case a u s xu s ¨a s a a, and hence u s a. Thisn n
gives the required result.
 . . < <a 2 We have a u s xu s ¨a s fa a. Since a s gf then f -n n ny1
< < qa . Therefore there exists h g A such that a s fh, and hence a a s hu.n n n
Thus a and h have the same initial letter, and from Lemma 3, withn
 .a s fh and a s gf , we obtain the contradiction n ' n q 2 mod 3 .n ny1
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 .  3 .  .  .2Case e In this case a e yz ¨ s a e da a s a a ,ny4 ny4 ny1 n ny1 n
 .2which contradicts Lemma 7 applied to a a .ny1 n
 .  3 .  .Case f In this case e yz ¨ s e da s a a , which contradictsn ny1 n
Lemma 7 applied to a a . This concludes the proof.ny1 n
 .ii Again the cases 0 F n F 4 are easy to check, and we assume that
n G 5. Let A a s wx 5 y where w, x, y g A*, and suppose that x / 1. Thenn
4 3 .  .xy s ua for some u g A*. Thus A s wx u s wx xu , and as in part in
we obtain the following possibilities from Lemma 7:
 .  .3a9 x s a and xu s a a a ;n ny2 ny1 n
 .e9 x s da e, a s ed, and xu s da a for some d g A*ny4 ny2 ny1 n
and e g Aq; and
 . qf9 x s de, a s ed, and xu s da for some d g A* and e g A .ny1 n
 .  .3Case a9 We have a a a s xu s a u, which gives the contra-ny2 ny1 n n
 .diction n y 2 ' n mod 3 .
 .  .  .Case e9 We have d a ed a s da a s xu s da e u, so thatny4 n ny1 n ny4
 .da s u. Consequently da e y s xy s ua s da a, which gives the con-n ny4 n
 .tradiction n y 4 ' n mod 3 .
 .  .Case f9 We have da s xu s de u, so that a s eu. Since a s ed,n n ny1
 .we thus obtain the contradiction n ' n y 1 mod 3 .
The next result shows that the members of Xq that are equivalent to
the word A a s a3bc3a2 under the laws of U are precisely the words0
A a, n G 0.n
 .  4THEOREM 9. A a r s A a: n G 0 .0 n
 5 5 .  5 5.  3 3  .3 3 .Proof. Let r9 s x , x y , x , yx , x yz x, yx zx yx : x, y, z g
q4 qX , so that r is the congruence on X generated by r9. It is clear that
 .A a g A a r for all n G 0.n 0
 .Let t g A a r. Then for some m G 0 there exist r , s g X* and0 i i
 .  .y1d , e g r9 j r9 for 0 F i F m such that A a s r d s , t s r e s ,i i 0 0 0 0 m m m
and r e s s r d s for 1 F i F m. We will show by induction thatiy1 iy1 iy1 i i i
 .  .  . 4r s 1, s s a, and d , e g A , A , A , A : n G 0 for all i,i i i i nq1 n n nq1
1 F i F m. This will imply that t s A a for some n G 0, and conclude then
proof.
Let i s 0. If d s rx 5s where x g Xq and r, s g X* then A a s0 0
 5 .  .r rx s s , and Lemma 8 ii gives the contradiction x s 1. Therefore0 0
3 3 q  3 3 .d s x yz x for x, y, z g X . Then A a s r x yz x s , and from Lemma0 0 0 0
 .8 i we obtain r s 1, s s a, and d s A , which implies that e s A .0 0 0 0 0 1
Suppose now that 1 F i F m. By induction we have r s 1, s s a,iy1 iy1
 .and e s A for some n G 0. Then r d s s A a. As above, Lemma 8 iiiy1 n i i i n
3 3 q  .shows that d s x yz x for some x, y, z g X , and Lemma 8 i then showsi
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that r s 1, s s a, and:i i
n s 0 « x s a, y s b, and z s c;
n s 1 « x s ba, y s c, and z s a; and
n G 2 « x s a , y s a , and z s a .n ny2 ny1
 .  . 3 3Thus d s A , so that either a e s A or b n G 1 and e s u ¨w ui n i nq1 i
where u, ¨ , w g Xq and
n s 1 « ba s ¨u, c s w, and a s u, and
n G 2 « a s ¨u, a s w, and a s u.n ny2 ny1
 .  .  .Case a If e s A then d , e s A , A , as desired.i nq1 i i n nq1
 . 3 3 3 3Case b If n s 1 then e s u ¨w u s a bc a s A . If n G 2 theni 0
3 3  .3a s ¨a , so that ¨ s a . Then e s u ¨w u s an ny 1 ny 3 i ny 1
 .3  .  .a a a s A , and in both cases d , e s A , A , as de-ny3 ny2 ny1 ny1 i i n ny1
sired.
 .  .  4COROLLARY 10. A r s A s s A : n G 0 .0 0 n
 .  4Proof. The result A r s A : n G 0 follows directly from Theorem0 n
9. A straightforward modification of the proof of Theorem 9 establishes
 .  4A s s A : n G 0 .0 n
The proof that U / V can now be given.
THEOREM 11. The ¨arieties U and V are distinct.
 .  .Proof. Clearly A ba g A a s , but if A ba g A a r then Theorem1 0 1 0
 .3 3 .29 shows that A ba s A a for some n G 0. Then A a s ba ca ba ,1 n n
 .  .and Lemma 8 i shows that ba s a, which is impossible. Therefore A a r0
 ./ A a s , and the result follows.0
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